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Abstract

Hysteretic behavior of water vapour sorption isotherms (WVSIs) has been widely recognized as one of main factors
which can significantly affect moisture transport within building materials exposed to natural weather conditions. Due
to the lack of experimental data for validation, there are few studies about hysteresis models in the field of cementitious
materials. In this paper, a detailed review of hysteresis models has been presented. Models which have been initially
developed for water transport in soils and sands have been selected, including the conceptual and empirical models.
The comprehensive comparisons with experimental data have been performed for cement pastes and concretes. It
enables to conclude a set of best models for prediction of WVSIs and their hysteresis. Comparison results show that
for the prediction of the first scanning curves, available hysteresis models (either conceptual or empirical) perform
similarly. However, studied empirical models yield pumping errors for the secondary or higher order scanning loops.
A multi-level hysteresis modelling has been proposed as well. Evaluations and recommendations for use of this multi-
level modelling method have been provided for an application purpose of compared models.
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1. Introduction

The durability of reinforced concrete structures and their service life are closely related to the simultaneous oc-
currence of many physical and chemical phenomena. These phenomena are diverse in nature, but in common they are
dependent on the moisture properties of the material. Therefore, the prediction of the potential degradation of cementi-
tious materials requires the study of the movement of liquid-water and gas diffusion in the material which is considered
as a porous medium. For the modelling of moisture transport in this kind of materials, such as the continuum model
proposed in [1], the WVSIs, describing the relationship between relative humidity RH (or capillary pressure Pc) and
water content θ (or degree of saturation S ), are used to address the equilibrium between liquid-water and vapour. A
group of typical WVSIs are illustrated in Fig. 1, which contains two main isotherms (adsorption AB and desorption
BA) and several scanning curves (the first and secondary wetting scanning curves CB and EB, and the first scanning
curve in drying DE).

In experiments, only a limited number of WVSI loops can be measured. Nevertheless, in natural conditions, con-
crete structures undergo arbitrary drying and wetting cycles. Thus, using relevant models to predict these curves for
cementitious materials is necessary for modelling of moisture transport.

A main characteristic of WVSIs is their hysteretic behavior, referring to the different water content at the same
RH value (see the differences between two main curves in Fig. 1). The most studied reasons of moisture hysteresis in
porous media, such as soils and sands, are the “ink-bottle” effect (e.g., [2]), the variation in liquid-solid contact angle
(e.g., [3]) and the difference of spatial connectivity of pores during the drying and wetting processes. For cementitious
materials, the characteristics of the hysteretic behavior might be different to soils or sands because cementitious mate-
rials contain a wider range of magnitude of pore sizes (from gel pores to capillary pores) [4]. Experiments showed that
in the low RH range (≤ 33%, according to [5]), hysteresis between the desorption and adsorption isotherms is much
smaller than in the high RH range. This results from the nanostructure of C-S-H [6], which is not found in soils and
sands.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of WVSIs. The main desorption curve (BA), the main adsorption curve (AB), the first scanning curve in drying
(DE), the first scanning curve in wetting (CB) and the second scanning curve in wetting (EB) are illustrated.

Although pore systems of different types of materials are different, it is of interest to test whether the hysteresis
models from soil science are also applicable to cementitious materials, as there are few studies on the hysteresis
behavior of such materials. Carlier et al. [7] evaluated different closed-forms of analytical WVSIs expressions used
in soil science. The authors concluded that all models were able to correctly represent the desorption isotherms for
mortars and concretes. Recently, Johannesson et al. [8] and Derluyn et al. [9] have used hysteresis models to investigate
hysteretic effects on moisture behavior of cementitious materials.

The main objective of this paper is to properly describe WWSIs of cementitious materials, including their hys-
teresis, by using mathematical formulas. After a review of the development of hysteresis models, we will focus on the
comparison of commonly-used WVSIs and hysteresis models that are mainly collected from soil science. Available ex-
perimental data in the literature for cement pastes and concretes will be used to verify these models. The main features
and recommendations will be given in the last part according to a proposed multi-level modelling of hysteresis.

2. Review of hysteresis models

The first documented description of the relation Pc − θ in porous media was provided by Haines [10]. After that,
the hysteretic behavior of this relation was recognized and several models had been developed to predict hysteresis.
Those models can roughly be classified into two groups : conceptual and empirical models [11, 12].

The conceptual models are mainly known as independent or dependent domain models, which usually employs
distribution diagrams to demonstrate the theory. They assume that a domain is made up of groups of pores in a
porous material. Poulovassilis was one of the first to adopt the independent domain models from magnetism science
to the research of water transport in porous media [13]. This theory, including Preisach space and Néel’s diagram,
was developed and improved by Preisach [14], Néel [15], Everett [16, 17], etc. However, it was reported that those
models showed discrepancies with experimental data [18–20]. Hence, researchers tried to modify and develop new
models for porous materials. Based on the similarity hypothesis proposed by Philip [21], Mualem [22, 23] introduced
the simplified independent domain models. The basic idea of Mualem’s independent models is that no interactions
between those pores are considered. In other words, each pore is independent of its neighbours. So the drying or
wetting of the pore system is only determined by the pore necks and pore bodies. Two normalized variables, r̄ and ρ̄
varying from 0 to 1, are used to represent the normalized radii of pore necks and pore bodies, respectively. When r̄ (or
ρ̄) = 1, it corresponds to the minimum capillary pressure Pc

min and r̄ (or ρ̄) is 0 when Pc = Pc
max. At a given capillary

pressure, θ can be obtained by integration of the pore water distribution function f (r̄, ρ̄). In independent domain
models, f (r̄, ρ̄) is formulated by the combined contribution of two independent pore water distribution functions h(r̄)
and l(ρ̄), which describe the radii of pore necks and pore bodies, respectively.

θ =

∫ ∫
f (r̄, ρ̄)dr̄dρ̄ =

∫
l(ρ̄)dρ̄

∫
h(r̄)dr̄ (1)
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A rectangle diagram was proposed by Mualem (see Fig. 2) [23] to depict how the independent domain model
works. The horizontal axis represents the water distribution function h(r̄) and the vertical axis represents the function
l(ρ̄). At equilibrium, the capillary pressure throughout the pore network is constant [24], either for pore necks or in
pore bodies. So, h(r̄) and l(ρ̄) always change at the same capillary pressure, which is illustrated as the diagonal line
in Mualem’s diagram (see Fig. 2). Hence, the diagram is able to describe the total water distribution ( f (r̄, ρ̄)) through
the product of h(r̄) and l(ρ̄). The water content at Pc during the wetting process is obtained by integrating the water
distribution function from the smallest pore size (at Pc

max) to current pore size (at Pc) :

θw (Pc) =

∫ ρ̄(Pc)

0
l(ρ̄)dρ̄

∫ 1

0
h(r̄)dr̄ (2)

To formulate water content clearly and to avoid using integral forms, two cumulative pore water distribution func-
tions were introduced instead of the integrations for each axis [22].

L (Pc) =

∫ ρ̄(Pc)

0
l(ρ̄)dρ̄ H (Pc) =

∫ r̄(Pc)

0
h(r̄)dr̄ (3)

According to Mualem’s diagram, L(Pc
max) = 0, L(Pc

min) = θmax (maximum water content), and H(Pc
max) = 0,

H(Pc
min) = θmax. Hence, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as :

θw (Pc) = θmaxL (Pc) (4)

The expression of water content during the drying process is obtained in a similar manner by an integration of
Mualem’s diagram.

θd (Pc) =

∫ ρ̄(Pc)

0
l(ρ̄)dρ̄

∫ 1

0
h(r̄)dr̄ +

∫ 1

ρ̄(Pc)
l(ρ̄)dρ̄

∫ r̄(Pc)

0
h(r̄)dr̄

= θw (Pc) +
[
θmax − θw (Pc)

]
H (Pc)

(5)

From Eq. (5), we get the expression of H as follows :

H(Pc) =
θd (Pc) − θw (Pc)
θmax − θw (Pc)

(6)

(a) The desorption process (b) The adsorption process

Figure 2: Schematic representation of Mualem’s diagram [23]. The gray domain represents completely-filled pores and the blank domain stands for
fully-dried pores.

If both main isotherms are known (θd (Pc) and θw (Pc)), functions H and L can be determined easily by using
Eqs. (4) and (6). Then, they are used to calculate scanning loops.

The assumption of independent domain means that the pore systems are fully-dried or fully-wet along with the
changes of the pressure. Following the research of Topp [19], Mualem and Dagan [25] adjusted the water distribution
function (see Eq. 1) by adding two weighting functions (pd ≤ 1 and pw ≤ 1).
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θ =

∫ ∫
pd(r̄, ρ̄, θ)pw(r̄, ρ̄, θ) f (r̄, ρ̄)dr̄dρ̄ (7)

where pd represents the volumetric ratio of the actually dried pores to pores supposed to be dried in the independent
domain theory. Similarly, pw is the ratio for the wetting process. Introducing these two weighting functions implies
that the interactions between pores and their neighbours have been considered. This is the basic idea of the dependent
domain models.

Through a comparison with experimental data, Mualem and Dagan [25] found that pd played the major role during
both drying and wetting processes, while the effect of pw could be neglected (pw = 1). Obviously, pd is the key factor
for Mualem’s dependent models. Various methods attempting to determine pd have been reported in the literature [26–
28].

The empirical models, which have been applied to the modelling of moisture transport in building materials
(e.g., [8]), are developed based on fitting the shapes of experimental WVSIs. Normally, an empirical was proposed
without physical meanings. In the literature, there are a number of the empirical models, such as linear models
(e.g., [29]), slope models (e.g., [30]) and scaling-down models (e.g., [31]). Initially, they were developed for one
type of porous medium (such as soils and sands) and not based on the physical representation of hysteresis. This paper
has chosen recently developed and easy-to-apply empirical models which can provide reasonable fitting results for
experimental curves of cementitious materials. Such models usually have one or two parameters that need to be de-
termined from experimental data. For example, Li [32] proposed an incremental relation to calculate hysteresis, with
one parameter controlling the shape of the curve. In the methods introduced by Wei et al. [33] and Nyman et al. [34],
parameters are used to initialise the slope of the scanning curves.

3. Adopted comparison strategy

A strategy of comparison of models for WVSIs and hysteresis to experimental data is introduced. Statistical anal-
ysis tools will be presented.

3.1. Procedures of comparisons

According to the availability of experimental data, the normal procedure for the calculation of hysteresis is like as
follows :

• If the experimental data for both main adsorption and desorption branches are measured, a model is
needed to fit them, and then another model can be used to predict scanning curves ;
• If only one main branch is measured, the other one has to be determined by means of a model, and then
scanning curves can be predicted by another model.

Based on above procedure, a multi-level modelling of hysteresis is proposed in Table 1. It depends on the number
of available experimental data. This number decreases from Level 1 to Level 3. It may lead to different levels of
prediction accuracy, which will be revealed through comparisons in this study.

Table 1 indicates that a complete set of hysteresis models consists of three parts : 1Omodels to fit two main sorption
isotherms ; 2O models to determine one main sorption isotherm on the basis of the other measured main branch ; 3O
models to predict scanning loops. In next sections, hysteresis models will be compared following these three stages.

3.2. Data collection

In order to test the performance of the hysteresis models, measured WVSIs were collected from the literature. The
requirements for data collection are :
1) The collected data contain at least both main desorption and main adsorption isotherms. It is better if some scanning
curves have been measured.
2) The number of measurement data for each isotherm must be larger than the number of undetermined parameters in
models.

WVSIs can be measured by different methods. The saturated salt solution method is a common gravimetric method
in which the RH is controlled by saturated salt solution in a small volume, such as in a desiccator. The mass of
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a specimen decreases (during desorption) or increases (during adsorption) until equilibrium (mass stabilization) is
reached. Other methods, such as dynamic vapour sorption (DVS) [35, 36], use a small specimen, usually less than 1
g, and a microbalance to monitor mass changes. The advantage of this kind of instruments is that the entire desorption
and adsorption loop can be measured in one month or less, more rapidly than with the saturated salt solution method,
for which a method can take many months and even years. However, a potential problem with small specimens is that
they cannot contain aggregates. Measurements probably quantify only the sorption behavior for the paste in concrete
or mortar, rather than the global sorption behavior of the material. For instance, the influence of paste-aggregate
interfacial transition zone on the sorption is not investigated in this method. This may lead to different measurement
results. Another risk is that small specimens can be carbonated quickly during the preparation.

The studied experimental data are gathered in Table 2 from [5] measured by the saturated salt solution method.
These data can meet the above-mentioned comparison requirements very well. All materials are made from the same
OPC cement (CEM I 52.5, according to EN 197-1 European standard). They include ordinary and high performance
hardened cement pastes and concretes. Water-to-cement ratios range from 0.2 to 0.6. High performance materials are
Concrete2 and Paste2, which contain 10% of silica fume to cement in weight. In order to reach chemical stability
before the measurements, materials were sealed curing for at least 6 months for concretes and 2 years for cement
pastes. Then, cement pastes were crushed into small specimens with masses of about 8 g. Because aggregates have
no influence on the sorption process [5], concrete specimens were cut into thin slices, 2 or 3 mm thickness with mass
between 20 and 100 g. Measurements started from desorption at RH = 100%, decreasing step-by-step to RH = 3%,
considered as the dry reference state. Then, RH increased stepwise to 100% to obtain the adsorption isotherm. To
reduce the variations of RH during the measurements as well as the carbonation risk, only a small hole on the top of
the desiccator is open for weighing. Besides, the equilibrium state for each RH step was carefully defined as that the
mass change is less than 0.001 g after one month. At least three specimens were measured individually to determine
one point on the sorption curve.

3.3. Comparison criteria
For the fitting of the main sorption isotherms, all parameters in the models are optimized to fit the experimental

curves using a nonlinear least squared optimization procedure, which aims to minimize the sum of the squares of the
errors.

Two kinds of statistical criteria have been used to evaluate the accuracy of the modelling results in the literature,
the coefficient of determination (R2) and a differential residual-based error metrics (see [7, 11]). R2 is defined as the
ratio between the dispersion predicted by the model and the total dispersion of the measured data [11].

The accuracy of fitting (or prediction) is related to the number of parameters used in a model. More parameters
usually yields a higher R2 value, but low robustness and low sensitivity to parameters. To take the effect of the number
of parameters into account, we use an adjusted R2 instead of R2 [7] :

R2
ad j =

(n − 1)R2 − (m − 1)
n − m

(8)

where m is the number of parameters, n is the number of measured data. Equation (8) implies that R2
ad j < R2 when

m > 1, R2
ad j = R2 when m = 1 and R2

ad j > R2 when m = 0. The latter case shows the advantage of using a non-
undetermined parameter model.

The other statistical criterion is known as the normalized mean error (NME) :

NME =
1
n

n∑
i=1

|S pr
i − S ms

i |

S ms
i

(9)

where S ms
i and S pr

i are measured and fitted (or predicted) values, respectively. Notice that the absolute value is used in
Eq. (9). It can avoid the cancellation of positive and negative residuals. If the value of NME is close to 0, it indicates a
better result.

3.4. Data pretreatment
WVSIs measured by experiments are generally RH−θ relation, but for calculation purpose, models usually need

Pc − θ or Pc − S . To get a unified relation, the RH−S relation is used to display fitting or prediction results. The
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following equations are employed for transformations. From θ to S , the normalized equation is :

S =
θ − θr

θmax − θr
(10)

where θr is the water content at dry reference sate.
From RH to Pc, Kelvin’s equation is used :

Pc = −
ρlRT
Mv

ln RH (11)

where ρl is liquid-water density (kg ·m−3), R = 8.314J · K−1 ·mol−1 is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature
(K). Mv is the molar mass of water molecule (kg ·mol−1) and RH is a fraction in Eq. (11).

4. Main isotherms fitting models

Numerous models have been proposed to fit the main branches of WVSIs. Each of these equations is applicable
to one or several groups of materials (e.g., sands and soils). Models were selected in this research primarily based on
whether they can fit both desorption and adsorption isotherms for cementitious materials.

On the whole, two types of methods to fit WVSIs can achieve our purpose. They are uni-modal and multi-modal
models. As the name suggests, uni-modal models assume that the material consists of one pore system. Thus, a simple
single equation can satisfactorily fit experimental data. In studies of Carlier et al [7], the Kosugi model (K) [37] seems
to be the better one for the fitting of the main desorption isotherm. Besides, the van Genuchten’s model [38], including
two-parameter (VG2) and three-parameter (VG3) versions, will be compared. The former version has been used in
studies of concretes [39, 40]. Two more models (Feng and Fredlund’s model (FF) [41] and Fredlund and Xing’s model
(FX) [42]) performing well in soil science will be validated for cementitious materials. Multi-modal models consider
that there are two or even more pore systems in the material [43]. This consideration can improve the fitting accuracy.
A brief description of each selected model will be presented below.

4.1. The Feng and Fredlund’s model (FF) [41]

The FF model is an empirical relationship which was used to fit desorption and adsorption curves of a ceramic
material [41]. A simple equation is used in this model.

S =
aF

aF + Pc
bF

(12)

Two parameters (aF (Pa) and bF) in Eq. (12) need to be determined. The research performed in [44] showed that
this curve-fitting equation is most applicable for low swelling materials (e.g., clay loam).

4.2. The van Genuchten’s model [38]

Van Genuchten [38] proposed an S-shaped curve equation :

S =

[
1 +

(
Pc

aV

)nV
]−mV

(13)

where aV (Pa), mV and nV are three undetermined parameters. In addition, van Genuchten [38] suggested mV = 1−1/nV

to simplify Eq. (13) and a two-parameter equation was obtained.

4.3. The Fredlund and Xing’s model [42] (FX)

When Fredlund and Xing [42] studied the pore size distribution on the basis of the VG2 model, they found that this
model was not suitable in the high capillary pressure region. The authors introduced a modified pore size distribution
function. Integration of this function yielded a new equation :
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S =

[
ln

[
e +

(
Pc

aX

)nX
]]−mX

(14)

where e is the Euler number (a mathematical constant).

4.4. The Kosugi’s model [37]
Using a lognormal pore size distribution, Kosugi [37] deduced the following expression :

S = Q
(
σ−1 ln

Pc

Pcm

)
(15)

where Pcm (Pa) is the capillary pressure related to the medium pore radius. σ is the standard deviation of log-
transformed pore radii and is related to the width of the pore size distribution. If the pore size distribution is unknown,
Pcm and σ have to be obtained by fitting experimental sorption isotherms. In Eq. (15), Q denotes the complementary
normal distribution function, which is defined as :

Q(x) = (2π)−1/2
∫ ∞

x
exp

(
−

x2

2

)
dx (16)

4.5. The multi-modal model
The generalized form of multi-modal models is written as :

S =

N∑
i=1

wiS i(Pc) (17)

where N is the number of pore systems and wi ∈ [0, 1] (
∑N

i wi = 1) is a weighting factor characterizing pore system i
and wi represents the water content contribution of pore system i to the total water content in the material. If N = 2,
Eq. (17) becomes a bi-modal model. One well-known bi-modal model was proposed by Durner [43], adopting VG2
equation for each pore system.

4.6. Comparison results and discussion
All materials in the collected database have been fitted by above models. Two statistical criteria R2

ad j and NME
for the fitting of the two main sorption isotherms are provided in Figs. 3 and 4. Results of two materials (Paste2 and
Paste3, representing high performance and ordinary materials) are illustrated in Figs. 6 and 5. Overall, all models
provide satisfactory fitting results (mean R2

ad j > 0.98). The bi-modal model [43] shows better fitting results than
uni-modal models. For all models, the fitting of the adsorption isotherm is better than the fitting of the desorption
isotherm.

Concerning uni-modal models, they show a non-physical behavior since the adsorption curves intersect the des-
orption curves at the low RH (around 0.05 in two examples) for some materials (see the enlarged figures in Figs. 5
and 6 for Paste2 and Paste3, respectively). This phenomenon is not consistent with the experimental data. But for the
FX and VG3 models, this behavior is not as significant as for the other two-parameter models (see the enlarged figures
in Fig. 6). Both these models show better fitting results than other uni-modal models (see values of R2

ad j and NME in
Figs. 3 and 4), either in desorption or in adsorption isotherms. This suggests that these three-parameter models can be
used for a variety of cementitious materials. Moreover, one can remark that the widely-used VG2 model [38] does not
perform better than other models (see Figs. 3 and 4). Results also show that no selected model can simulate the sudden
drop of the desorption isotherms from 44% to 33% RH (see Fig. 6). This drop may be due to measured water content
in capillary pores changing to in C-S-H pores as emphasised in reference [5].

Mean values of R2
ad j for the bi-modal model are higher than 0.99 for both desorption and adsorption isotherms and

values of NME are close to 0. For Paste3, the bi-modal model roughly shows the same shape as the ones described
with other models (see Fig. 6a). For Paste2, this model performs much better in higher RH range, while the predicted
desorption isotherm does not reach S =0 at RH=0. This is clearly an non-physical fitting result (see Fig. 5a). The result
is likely caused by the very fine microstructure of the high performance cement pastes (e.g., Paste2) and concretes
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Concrete2

Paste2

Concrete2

Paste2

Figure 3: Comparison of R2
ad j and NME for desorption isotherms. Each circle (◦) in the figure stands for one material (see Table 2). Materials

Concrete2 and Paste2 are highlighted. The error bars represent the standard deviation for each studied statistical criteria (R2
ad j and NME) and each

model.

Concrete2

Paste2

Concrete2

Paste2

Figure 4: Comparison of R2
ad j and NME for adsorption isotherms. Each circle (◦) in the figure stands for one material (see Table 2). Materials

Concrete2 and Paste2 are highlighted. The error bars represent the standard deviation for each studied statistical criteria (R2
ad j and NME) and each

model.

(e.g., Concrete2). Because those materials can hold much water in the low RH range, the measured points in the
low RH range are higher compared to the ordinary materials, such as the point at RH=12% in Fig. 5. This leads the
non-physical fitting. Thus, it is worth fitting WVSIs by using higher modal models.

A comparison of uni-, bi- and tri-modal models is made in Fig. 5. The performance of the tri-modal model, nearly
passing through all measured points, is obviously better than the uni- and the bi-modal models for both main isotherms
in the low RH range. In terms of statistical analysis, using a tri-modal model improves the fitting results greatly (see
highlighted values of R2

ad j and NME for Concrete2 and Paste2 in Figs. 3 and 4). In the high RH range, the tri-modal
model yields the similar shape of curve to the bi-modal model.

However, the number of parameters in multi-modal models may be several times higher than in uni-modal models.
This results in a more difficult fitting procedure and can even lead to instability. However, uni-modal models show
acceptable fitting results for the selected database, except for high performance materials. The choice of WVSI model
is thus highly dependent on the complexity of the measured isotherm.

Above, some commonly used WVSIs models have been compared to measured isotherms. In many cases, these
models do not have a clear physical meaning. The models proposed by Fredlund and Xing [42], van Genuchten [38]
and Brutsaert [45] originally came from Brooks and Corey’s power type function [46], in which two parameters
are involved, the air-entry pressure and a dimensionless parameter referring to the pore-size distribution [46]. When
van Genuchten developed the closed form equation, the introduced parameter aV was disconnected to the air-entry
pressure [47] ; the same is true for aX in the FX model. So, aV and aX should be only seen as the air-entry pressure
related parameter. In the same way, nV , mV , nX and mX are parameters related to the pore size distribution. The Kosugi’s
model [37] was developed for the soil and two parameters (Pcm and σ) have to be determined based on the measured
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Unreal fitting

Paste2

(a) Paste2 material.

Desorption

Adsorption

Cross point

(b) Enlarged figure for Paste2.

Figure 5: Fitting results for Paste2 material to compare results of uni-(VG2), bi- and tri-modal models. Fitting results for low RH values are shown
in enlarged figures.

Paste3

(a) Paste3 material. (b) Enlarged figure for Paste3.

Figure 6: Fitting results for Paste3 material. To make the display clearly, only three models, VG2, FX and bi-modal models, are chosen to represent
uni- and multi-modal models. Fitting results for low RH values are shown in the enlarged figure.

pore size distribution. Due to the lack of the experimental data of the pore size distribution for cementitious materials,
the fitted Pcm and σ in this model cannot be verified whether they still retain the same physical meaning as when
they were first introduced. The FF model is a pure empirical equation for the purpose of fitting the experimental data,
without any physical meaning being mentioned.

To conclude the above comparisons, this paper recommends that uni-modal models, FX and VG3, can be used as a
first tentative fitting. If one does not get satisfying fitting results, multi-modal models can be used. In next sections of
this paper, the FX model will be used to fit the main sorption isotherms because it shows a slightly better performance
to fit desorption isotherms than the VG3 model (see Fig. 3).

5. Prediction of one main isotherm from the other main branch

Most hysteresis models require at least both main curves to predict scanning loops. Nonetheless, measuring both
sorption isotherms for cementitious materials is time consuming and quite costly. In practice, it is still under debate
whether the initial fully dried state will change the microstructure during measurements of absorption isotherms.
Instead, the desorption isotherm is easier to determine from an initially saturated state, which is also closer to the
condition after the concrete structure formworks are removed. From this point of view, only the models to predict the
adsorption isotherm from the desorption isotherm are evaluated herein.

In the literature, some comparisons have been done for sands and soils. Pham et al. [11] compared and ranked fives
selected models. Feng and Fredlund’s model [41] (improved by Pham et al. [44]) appeared to be the most accurate one,
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followed by Mualem Model IV [48]. Meanwhile, in Maqsoud’s comparison [12], Parlange’s model [49] (modified by
Braddock et al. [50]) showed the best prediction for silty sand and fine sand.

According to the requirements of experimental data, comparisons will here be carried out in two groups : models
only based on the measured main desorption branch and models needing additional data besides the main desorption
branch.

5.1. Models only based on the measured main desorption branch

5.1.1. Mualem Model II-1 [51]
The Mualem Model II-1 [51] is the extension of Mualem Model II [23]. In a totally homogeneous porous medium,

two pore water distribution functions h and l can be considered identical for pore necks and pore bodies. This leads to
h(ρ̄) = l(ρ̄) (or h(r̄) = l(r̄)). Hence, the same distribution function is applied to both pore necks and pore bodies. The
water distribution function (see Eq. 1) can be rewritten as :

f (r̄, ρ̄) = h(r̄)h(ρ̄) (18)

The water content during the wetting process (see Eq. 4) is rewritten as :

θw(Pc) = θmaxH(Pc) (19)

This simplification does not affect the expression for water content during a drying process (see Eq. 5). Combining
Eq. (19) with Eq. (6), an equation calculating θw(Pc) from θd(Pc) is derived as :

θw(Pc) = θmax − [(θmax)2 − θmaxθd(Pc)]1/2 (20)

The equivalent equation as a function of S is :

S w(Pc) = 1 − [1 − S d(Pc)]1/2 (21)

5.1.2. Parlange’s model [49], modified by Braddock et al. [50]
Based on the Parlange’s hysteresis model [49], an expression of the adsorption isotherm can be obtained as the

following form.

dS w

dPc
=

S w − S d

Pc
(22)

Taking VG2 equation to describe the desorption isotherm and integrating Eq. (22), an analytical form of the ad-
sorption isotherm was provided by Braddock et al. [50].

S w = −
Pc

adV
+

[
1 +

(
Pc

adV

)ndV
]1/ndV

(23)

where adV and ndV are fitting parameters for the desorption isotherm.

5.2. Models needing additional data besides the main desorption branch

5.2.1. Feng and Fredlund’s model [41], improved by Pham et al. [44]
From section 4, one may know that there are two coefficients in FF model [41] (see Eq. (12)). This indicates

that two points on the adsorption isotherm are enough to determine these two parameters and to calculate the entire
adsorption isotherm. Based on this idea, Pham et al. [44] introduced a method to find the positions of two such points
(denoted by A and B). The position of point A corresponds to a capillary pressure :

Pc,wA =

( ad

10

)1/bd

(24)

where ad and bd are parameters used in FF equation [41] for the desorption isotherm.
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Figure 7: Schematic drawing of Feng and Fredlund’s model [41] (improved by Pham et al. [44]) used to predict the adsorption branch from the
desorption branch. Three points A, D and C are used to calculate point B.

Point B on the adsorption isotherm is defined as the point having a capillary pressure that is symmetrical to the
capillary pressure of point A with respect to a horizontal line passing through point E on the adsorption isotherm (see
Fig. 7).

|Pc,wA − Pc,wE| = |Pc,wB − Pc,wE| (25)

In the above equation, the position of point E is unknown. Pham et al. [44] introduced a method to determine the
position of point E. The authors defined two other points on the desorption isotherm to find point B. One point (C) is
in the middle of the desorption isotherm (at S = 0.5) :

Pc,dC = (ad)1/bd (26)

The other point (D) is on the desorption isotherm and has the same saturation value as point A :

Pc,dD =

(
ad

S wA
− 1

)1/bd

(27)

Points A, C, D and E should satisfy the relation :

|Pc,wA − Pc,wE| = |Pc,dD − Pc,dC| (28)

The capillary pressure of point B on the adsorption isotherm is obtained by solving Eqs. (25)-(28).

Pc,wB = Pc,wA − 2

( ad

S wA
− ad

)1/bd

− ad
1/bd

 (29)

Finally, the two parameters (aw and bw) used in Feng and Fredlund’s model [41] are calculated on the basis of the
capillary pressures at points A and B.

aw =
S wAPc,wA

bw

1 − S wA
(30)

bw =

log
[
1 − S wB

S wB

S wA

1 − S wA

]
log

[
Pc,wB

Pc,wA

] (31)
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5.2.2. Mualem Model IV [48]
The Mualem Model IV [48] is an improved version of Mualem Model II [23, 51]. In addition to the main desorption

branch, a wetting scanning cure is needed to predict the main adsorption branch. The prediction is divided into two
parts : from the highest capillary pressure to the starting point of the wetting scanning curve, and for capillary pressure
lower than the starting point of the wetting scanning curve. The first part is predicted using the same method as
Mualem Model II-1 [51]. The second part is calculated by using both the main desorption branch and the wetting
scanning curve. Thus, for the main adsorption branch, the saturation can be expressed as follows :

S w (Pc) =


1 − [1 − S d(Pc)]1/2 for Pc,1 6 Pc 6 Pmax

c

1 −
1 − S 1,w(Pc)[

1 − S d(Pc,1)
]1/2 for Pmin

c 6 Pc < Pc,1
(32)

where Pc,1 is the capillary pressure at the starting point of the additional wetting scanning curve. The subscript (1,w)
represents the first wetting scanning curve.

The accuracy of this model is sensitive to the position of the starting point of the wetting scanning curve. If the
scanning curve starts at a high RH, the model tends to be the same as Mualem Model II-1 [51]. If the scanning curve
starts at a low RH, it will only use the wetting scanning curve to predict the adsorption isotherm. According to the
position of the starting point in available experimental data, comparisons were performed in three levels : low RH
(RH1 = 12%), medium RH (RH1 = 33%) and high RH (RH1 = 53%). Not all materials in the database can reach
this requirement. Only five materials (Concrete1, Concrete2, Concrete3, Paste2 and Paste3) are used for validation and
comparisons.

5.3. Comparison of results and discussion

The prediction results of Paste2 are shown in Figs. 8 (other comparison results are included in the document
“supplementary materials”). For the models only using the main desorption curve (Mualem Model II-1 [51] and
Parlange’s model [49] modified by Braddock et al. [50]), the standard deviation of the statistical criteria R2

ad j and
NME are very large (see Fig. 9). Furthermore, R2

ad j values are low and NME values are high. Figure 8 also displays
that the prediction of these two models do not show good agreements with measured curves. As a result, one can
conclude that only using one main curve is not sufficient to predict the other main curve in the case of cementitious
materials.

With regard to models needing additional data, Fig. 9 clearly shows that the improved Feng and Fredlund’s
model [41] yields the best prediction with the highest R2

ad j and the lowest NME. This is due to the fact that adding two
additional measured points significantly improves the prediction accuracy. In spite of needing one wetting scanning
curve, by contrast, Mualem Model IV [48] does not provide good performance, regardless of the level of RH.

The requirement of additional experimental data limits the application of the improved Feng and Fredlund’s
model [41]. In fact, the positions of points A and B depend on the shape of the desorption isotherm ; thus, they
vary according to the studied materials. If these two points are fixed independently of the material, it will be more
interesting from a practical point of view to determine the adsorption isotherm. The mean RH values for these two
points are calculated according to the prediction results, which are around 67% and 86%. They almost correspond to
the RH values (63.2% and 90.4%) used in the measurements of the sorption isotherms in [5]. Thus, these two points
can be fixed at 63.2% and 90.4%. The main adsorption isotherms can be determined by using Eq. (12). The predicted
results are compared with other methods in Fig. 9. It is clear that the fixed points method has the equivalent accuracy
as Feng and Fredlund’s model [41] (improved by Pham et al. [44]). This implies that if one wants to know the entire
adsorption isotherm, it is enough to determine two adsorption points at RH = 63.2% and 90.4%.

The above comparisons reveal that it may be not appropriate to predict one main isotherm by using the other
main isotherm only (e.g., Mualem Model II-1 [51] and Parlange’s model [49] modified by Braddock et al. [50]). Two
additional measured points on the adsorption isotherm can provide a better prediction (improved Feng and Fredlund
model [41]) than using one wetting scanning curve (Mualem Model IV [48]).
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(a) Mualem Model II-1 [51].
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Pham et al. [44]).

Figure 8: Prediction results for Paste2 material. Two points in the Feng and Fredlund’s model [41] (improved by Pham et al. [44]) are at RH = 67%
and RH = 46%.

6. Prediction of scanning isotherms

Comparisons of different hysteresis models can be found in the literature [11, 30, 52–54] for a large variety of
porous media, not including cementitious materials. By statistical analysis, Viaene et al. [52] concluded that models
developed based on domain theories give the best predictions. A similar conclusion has been drawn in the comparisons
performed by Pham et al. [11]. However, besides the domain models, several recently developed empirical models
were also selected for comparisons due to their simplicity of application.

6.1. Mualem Model II [23]

In Mualem Model II [23], a series of equations to calculate scanning curves have been proposed based on Mualem’s
diagram (see Fig. 2). They use two basic functions H (see Eq. 3) and L (see Eq. 6), which are determined by two main
sorption isotherms (desorption and adsorption). Rewriting them as a function of S , we get :

L(Pc) = S w(Pc) H(Pc) =
S d(Pc) − S w(Pc)

1 − S w(Pc)
(33)

The first scanning curve in drying (scanning curve of order N = 1), starting on the adsorption isotherm at the point
(S w(Pc,1), Pc,1), is formulated according to Mualem’s diagram :

S 1,d(Pc) = S w(Pc,1) −
[
L(Pc,1) − L(Pc)

]
[1 − H(Pc)] (34)

The first scanning curve in wetting (order N = 1), starting on the desorption isotherm at the point (S d(Pc,1), Pc,1),
is calculated by :
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Figure 9: Comparison results of predicting the main adsorption branch from the main desorption branch. Results are from models : Mualem Model
II-1 (MII-1) [51], Parlange’s model (P) [49] (modified by Braddock et al. [50]), Feng and Fredlund model’s (FF) [41] (improved by Pham et al. [44]),
fixed points version of Feng and Fredlund’s model (FF-f) and Mualem Model IV [48] of the wetting scanning curve starting at RH1=12% (MIV1),
RH1=33% (MIV2) and RH1=53% (MIV3).

S 1,w(Pc) = S d(Pc,1) +
[
L(Pc) − L(Pc,1)

]
H(Pc,1) (35)

It can be noted that the expression for the first drying scanning is different to the first wetting scanning curve.
The expression for the wetting scanning curve of order N (odd number and > 1) is deduced according to Mualem’s
diagram :

S N,w(Pc) = S (Pc,N) +
[
L(Pc) − L(Pc,N)

] [
1 − H(Pc,N)

]
for L(Pc) ≤ L(Pc,N−1) (36)

where S (Pc,N) is the saturation at the starting point of the current scanning curve, which must be the end point of
the previous scanning curve. If L(Pc) ≥ L(Pc,N−1), Mualem’s diagram indicates that L(Pc,N−3) will be used instead of
L(Pc,N−1) until the scanning curve reduces to the main isotherms (order N = 0). For example, in Fig. 10, if the third
scanning curve in wetting CB continues to decrease after point B, it must do so on curve BD, which is the extension
line of the first scanning curve in wetting AB. This ensures that all scanning loops are closed and enclosed in the main
loop.

In the same manner, the expression for the drying scanning curve of order N (even number) is written as :

S N,d(Pc) = S (Pc,N) −
[
L(Pc,N) − L(Pc)

]
[1 − H(Pc)] for L(Pc) ≥ L(Pc,N−1) (37)

If L(Pc) ≤ L(Pc,N−1), L(Pc,N−3) will be used instead of L(Pc,N−1) for calculation.
Equations (35-37) comprise a set of formulas to calculate arbitrary scanning loops.

6.2. Mualem dependent model [25–27]

Based on the assumption of dependent of the neighbouring pores in Mualem Model III [25], Mualem and Miller [26]
and Mualem [27] have provided different weighting functions pd to improve the prediction of the scanning curves. The
improved version in [27] seems to provide a better agreement with the experimental data for soils [27, 28, 54]. This
version (hereafter called Mualem dependent model), as the same as Mualem Model II [23], only needs both main
sorption isotherms. The formula of pd is given as [27] :

pd(S ) =
1 − S

[1 − S w(P+
c )]2 (38)

where P+
c is the capillary pressure at S d(P+

c ) = S (the current saturation, see Fig. 11).
The function for the first scanning curve in drying (order N = 1), starting on the adsorption isotherm, is deduced

as :

S 1,d(Pc) = S w(Pc,1) − pd(S ) [1 − S w(Pc)]
[
S w(Pc,1) − S w(Pc)

]
(39)
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Figure 10: An example of scanning loops calculated by Eqs. (35)-(37).

The first scanning curve in wetting (order N = 1), starting on the main desorption isotherm, can be calculated by :

S 1,w(Pc) = S d(Pc,1) + pd(S 1)
[
1 − S w(Pc,1)

] [
S w(Pc) − S w(Pc,1)

]
(40)

where pd(S 1) is pd at the starting point (S d(Pc,1), Pc,1). Functions for scanning loops can be easily derived based on
Mualem’s diagram [25–27]. For the wetting scanning curves of order N (odd number and > 1), the expression is
written as :

S N,w(Pc) = S (Pc,N) + pd(S N)
[
1 − S w(Pc,N)

] [
S w(Pc) − S w(Pc,N)

]
, S w(Pc) ≤ S w(Pc,N−1) (41)

For the drying scanning curves of order N (even number), the expression is :

S N,d(Pc) = S (Pc,N) − pd(S ) [1 − S w(Pc)]
[
S w(Pc,N) − S w(Pc)

]
, S w(Pc) ≥ S w(Pc,N−1) (42)

One can see that wetting scanning curves are provided by explicit formulas, while equations for drying scanning
curves are implicit forms with respect to the current capillary pressure Pc. Therefore, a drying scanning curve must be
calculated by an iterative method. Substitution of Eq. (38) into Eq. (40) yields the same equation for the first scanning
curve in wetting as the one used by Mualem Model II. It means that these two models will share the same first wetting
scanning curve.

6.3. Incremental models

Elastoplastic models have been used in porous media field to describe the relation between Pc and S [32, 33].
Usually, a simple incremental relation is used. It is generally assumed that the differential of Pc on the scanning curve
is related to the differential of Pc or S on the main isotherm. Two typical models are described below.

(1) Li’s model [32]
In this method, the scanning curve is obtained by integrating the incremental relation dPc − dS . A proposition for

the incremental form of Pc(S ) is given in [32] as follows :

d ln[Pc(S )] =

[
ln[P̄c(S )] − ln(Pc,1)
ln[Pc(S )] − ln(Pc,1)

]β
d ln[P̄c(S )] (43)
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Figure 11: The calculation of pd during a drying process in Mualem dependent model [27].

where β is a material parameter. P̄c(S ) = Pc,d(S ) is the capillary pressure on the main desorption branch for the drying
process and P̄c(S ) = Pc,w(S ) is on the main adsorption branch for the wetting process. By integrating Eq. (43), one
can obtain the expressions for a drying scanning curve,

ln[Pc(S )] = ln(Pc,1) +
(
|ln[Pc,d(S )] − ln(Pc,1)|βd+1 − |ln(Pc,d1) − ln(Pc,1)|βd+1

)1/(βd+1)
(44)

and for a wetting scanning curve.

ln[Pc(S )] = ln(Pc,1) −
(
|ln(Pc,1) − ln[Pc,w(S )]|βw+1 − |ln(Pc,1) − ln(Pc,w1)|βw+1

)1/(βw+1)
(45)

One can notice that in this method the scanning curve always starts with an infinite slope (i.e., |dPc/dS | → ∞).
(2) Wei’s model [33]
Based on reference [55], Wei et al. [33] suggested a new and simpler incremental relation, expressed as :

dPc = −KpdS (46)

where −Kp is the slope of the scanning curve.
According to Wei’s theory, when Pc changes, the water content in the material is assumed to be additively decom-

posed into two parts, a reversible part and an irreversible part. The irreversible part of water content is dependent on
the capillary pressure, while the reversible part is independent. Accordingly, the slope of each scanning curve can be
divided into two parts, one is an irreversible part affected by the main isotherm (e.g., the first term on the right side of
Eq. 47), and the other is based on the effect of both reversible and irreversible water content (e.g., the second term on
the right side of Eq. 47). At current Pc, the slope of the drying scanning curve could be calculated by :

Kp = −
dPc,d(S )

dS
+

cd |Pc − Pc,d(S )|
Pc,d(S ) − Pc,w(S ) − |Pc − Pc,d(S )|

(47)

For a wetting scanning curve, it is :

Kp = −
dPc,w(S )

dS
+

cw|Pc − Pc,w(S )|
Pc,d(S ) − Pc,w(S ) − |Pc − Pc,w(S )|

(48)
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where cd and cw are the internal state variables for drying and wetting processes, respectively. In Eqs. (47) and (48),

the slope of the main sorption isotherm (−
dPc,d(S )

dS
) and the distance between two main isotherms (Pc,d(S ) − Pc,w(S ))

represent irreversible effects. The part of |Pc − Pc,d(S )|, depending on the current capillary pressure, represents the
reversible effect. The coefficients of cd (or cw) is used to control the reversible effect and it is a function of the water
content. To simplify the application of this model, Wei et al. [33] assumed constant values of cd and cw. Clearly, the
reversible effect can be observed at the beginning of the scanning curve due to the large initial slope, like it has been
illustrated by Wei et al. [33] and in the model of Hogarth et al. [56, 57] for soils.

When Eqs. (47) and (48) are applied to simulate scanning curves for cementitious materials, the model predict that
the scanning curve crosses the main sorption isotherm because of the significant reversible effect. However, experi-
mental data of the scanning curves [5, 36] do not show such a reversible effect. Hence, a modification to Eqs. (47)
and (48) is proposed in the present paper to reduce the reversible effect and new relations are yielded for a drying
scanning curve :

Kp = −
dPc,d(S )

dS
+

cd |Pc − Pc,d(S )|
Pc,d(S ) − Pc,w(S )

(49)

and for a wetting scanning curve.

Kp = −
dPc,w(S )

dS
+

cw|Pc − Pc,w(S )|
Pc,d(S ) − Pc,w(S )

(50)

One can notice that Kp depends on the current position of the scanning curve. An iterative method is needed to
compute the current capillary pressure.

6.4. Improved Rubin’s empirical hysteresis model [58]

The basic idea for the calculation of the scanning curve is to determine the distance between the scanning curve and
the main isotherm which the scanning curve approaches. Here, considering the saturation as an independent variable,
the present paper takes the prediction of the drying scanning curve as an example of how to develop an empirical
hysteresis model.

As above models show, the distance between the drying scanning curve and the main desorption curve should be a
function of the current saturation (S d) and the starting point of the scanning curve, which is simply formulated as :

Pc,d − Pc = F(S d, Pc,1, S 1) (51)

Various F functions can be found in the literature. For instance, Rubin [58], as well as Feng and Fredlund [41],
proposed expressions for the first drying scanning curve, considering F as proportional to the distance between the
two main isotherms. Nevertheless, these two models did not take into account the position of the starting point in their
expressions. Thus, these expressions were only valid for the first scanning curve in drying and not able to simulate
scanning loops. Here, a new F is introduced by adapting the original form in [58]. The exponential relation is used to
control how fast the scanning curve approaching the main isotherm. Finally, the following expression is given for the
drying scanning curve :

Pc(S ) = Pc,d(S ) −
[
Pc,d(S ) − Pc(S 1)

]
exp

[
γd (S − S 1)

]
(52)

The negative value of γd(S − S 1) limits the exponential expression from 1 (at the starting point) to near 0 (almost
on the main isotherm). Similarly, the expression for the wetting scanning curve is derived as :

Pc(S ) = Pc,w(S ) +
[
Pc(S 1) − Pc,w(S )

]
exp

[
γw (S 1 − S )

]
(53)

The constant γd and γw are used to determine the shape of the scanning curve and needs to be assessed from
experimental data.
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6.5. Comparison of results and analysis of hysteresis models
6.5.1. Predictions of the first scanning curves

Overall, five materials, Concrete1, Concrete2, Concrete3, Paste2 and Paste3 (see Table 2 ), have been studied. One
example of a comparison between experimental data and predictions (Paste3) performed by above models are provided
in Fig. 12 (other comparison results are included in the document “supplementary materials”). The results obtained by
Mualem Model II [23] and Mualem dependent model [27] are illustrated in the same figure. For the empirical models
with unknown parameters (βd and βw in Eqs. 44 and 45, cd and cw in Eqs. 49 and 50 and γd and γw in Eqs. 52 and 53),
the models have been optimized to predict all measured wetting scanning curves for each material.

(a) Mualem’s models [23, 27]. (b) Li’s model [32].

(c) Modified Wei’s model (proposed). (d) Improved Rubin’s model (proposed).

Figure 12: Predicted wetting scanning curves (solid lines) and drying scanning curves (dashed-dotted lines) for Paste3 compared with experimental
data (symbols) from [5].

The empirical models reveal that the predicted wetting scanning curves increase slowly at the beginning where the
curves are almost parallel to the horizontal axis (see Fig. 12), so that these curves can approach the main adsorption
branch quickly. This has been observed by Åhs [36] in experimental results on the hardened cementitious materials. As
a consequence, the first wetting scanning curves probably reach the main curve before RH = 100%, as illustrated by
modified Wei’s model and improved Rubin’s model (see Fig. 12). The wetting scanning curves predicted by Mualem’s
models [23, 27] increase more smoothly and reach the main wetting curve at RH close to 100%. This results in a
poorer agreement with measured data than empirical models.

Experimental data for the first drying scanning curves are only available for Paste2 and Paste3 materials in our
database [5]. Predictions from Mualem Model II [23] show that curves decrease with a lower slope and turn towards the
desorption isotherm more gently than curves predicted by the empirical models. Therefore, the empirical models yield
predictions with a lower accuracy compared with Mualem Model II. With respect to Mualem dependent model [27],
it does not provide a good prediction for the dying scanning curves (see Fig. 12a).

The two criteria R2
ad j and NME for the prediction of the first wetting scanning curves are shown in Fig. 13. They

illustrate that the empirical models can give higher R2
ad j and lower NME values than the Mualem Model II. This is

definitely due to that the two additional parameters in the empirical models can be adjusted to fit the experimental
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data, while Mualem’s models essentially depend on the shape of the two main sorption isotherms. In contrast, in the
prediction of the first drying scanning curves for Paste3, Mualem Model II reveals better prediction than the empirical
models.

Figure 13 also shows that all empirical models have almost equal accuracy for the estimation of the first scanning
curves, either wetting or drying. None of the selected hysteresis models is considerably better than the others. This
conclusion is similar to that reported by Jaynes [30] when he compared hysteresis models for soils. Hence, it needs
the comparison of higher order scanning curves.
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Figure 13: Comparison results for wetting scanning isotherm predicted by Mualem Model II (M-II) [23], Li’s model (L) [32], modified Wei’s model
(W-M) [33] and improved Rubin’s model (Im.-Rubin) [58].

6.5.2. Predictions of scanning loops
Scanning loops have been measured for Paste2 and Paste3 [5]. Here three measured loops, one for Paste2 and two

for Paste3, have been chosen to verify the applicabilities of the selected hysteresis models. One of the prediction result
is shown in Fig. 14 (other comparison results are included in the document “supplementary materials”).

Because of the poor prediction of the first wetting scanning curves, Mualem dependent model [27] do not show
better prediction results than Mualem Model II [23]. Among the empirical models, Li’s model [32] appears to be the
best one to predict the shape of the measured scanning loops. Besides, the improved Rubin’s model [58] shows a better
prediction of secondary drying scanning curves than the modified Wei’s model [33] (see Fig. 14).

6.5.3. Analysis of the pumping effect
One hysteretic behavior, called the pumping effect, should be noticed for the empirical models. It refers to the non-

closure of scanning loops when the secondary and higher order scanning curves are calculated. Researchers consider
that the pumping effect is an artifact of the algorithm and does not correspond to an actual material property [57, 59].
Thus, this behavior is also called the pumping errors (PEs), which is defined and illustrated in Fig. 15. Point A is the
starting point of the scanning loop. Point B is on the secondary scanning curve in drying at the same RH as point A.
The difference of S between A and B is defined as the drying pumping error (DPE). Similarly, a wetting pumping
error (WPE), originating from wetting scanning curves (difference between point C and point D in Fig. 15), is also
observed for the empirical models. Figure 15 implies the amplitudes of DPE and WPE can be quantified.

The evolution of PE is not only dependent upon the initial state but also upon the magnitude of the RH oscillations.
Thus, to assess the evolution of DPE and WPE, two initial states of RH cycles are tested : an initial drying state and an
initial wetting state. Paste3 material is taken as an example because many measured scanning curves are available for
this material, including the first and secondary drying curves and the first wetting scanning curves. Two RH oscillations
have been chosen for each initial state. The first one has been provided by experiments, with RH changing between
63% and 97%. The second one reduces the RH difference to 20%, such as for an RH oscillating between 63% and
83%.

The simulated results of PEs vs. the number of cycles are plotted in Fig. 16. The PEs are clearly more significant for
the small RH oscillations than for the large RH oscillations. The first loop produces the largest PE, and then it reaches
a constant value after about 2 cycles for the large RH oscillations and about 5 cycles for the small RH oscillations.
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(a) Mualem’s models [23, 27].

Starting point

(b) Li’s model [32].

Starting point

(c) Modified Wei’s model (proposed).

Starting point

(d) Improved Rubin’s model (proposed).

Figure 14: Predicted scanning loop (solid lines) for Paste3 compared with experimental data (symbols) from [5]. Simulated RH cycle : 97%→ 53%
→ 99%.

Li’s [32] and improved Rubin’s models [58] provide similar PE (less than 0.1) for the large RH oscillations, while
improved Rubin’s model yields larger PE (around 0.3) than Li’s model (around 0.2) for small RH oscillations. It is
also clear that WPEs are larger than DPEs in both empirical models for the same kind of the RH oscillations.

For the large RH changes, PEs of the empirical models are acceptable. Nevertheless, for the small RH oscillations,
if the model fails to eliminate PEs, the cumulative errors associated with oscillations of hysteresis loops are probably
significant and lead to unrealistically simulated results. Some works have been done to avoid PEs when a hysteresis
model was developed. By assuming that scanning curves have the same shape as the main branches, Parker and
Lenhard [60] and Huang et al. [57] enforced closure of scanning loops to eliminate pumping errors. The problem of
these methods is that they need to rescale and reformulate each scanning curve if the direction changes, and this may
be inefficient for modelling of frequent drying and wetting cycles.

6.6. Discussion
Compared with the empirical models, Mualem’s models (Model II [23] and dependent model [27]) have the advan-

tage to avoid PE, even though their predictions are not as good as the empirical models. They may be more applicable
for smaller RH oscillations comparing with the empirical models. Another advantage of Mualem’s models is that they
need only the two main sorption isotherms to predict scanning loops, unlike the empirical models that require at least
two scanning curves to determine parameters.

Notably, from a practical point of view, equations of Mualem Model II [23], Li’s model [32] and improved Rubin’s
model are expressed in explicit forms which are easier to implement in a numerical modelling of moisture transport.
In particular, the improved Rubin’s model uses very simple equations and provides an acceptable prediction. The
modified Wei’s model [33] and Mualem dependent model [27] correspond to implicit formulas which significantly
increase the difficulty to apply them.

To conclude the above analysis about hysteresis models, this paper recommends Mualem Model II [23], Li’s [32]
and improved Rubin’s models in the case of moisture transport modelling within cementitious materials exposed to
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Figure 15: Definitions of DPE and WPE.
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(b) The improved Rubin’s model.

Figure 16: PE evolutions calculated based on two RH fluctuations.

cyclic boundary conditions. Two empirical models (Li’s [32] and improved Rubin’s models) are more suitable for
large RH oscillations, in which pumping effects can be reduced.

7. Conclusions and recommendations

Detailed comparisons of hysteresis models for cementitious materials have been done in this study. Experimental
results measured by the saturated salt solution method have been used for the validation and verification of models.
Two statistical criteria R2

ad j and NME have been employed to evaluate models and their relevance. In regard to the
proposed multi-level hysteresis modelling presented in Table 1, above studies indicate that Level 1 and Level 2 provide
more reliable prediction results. Because there is no model that can predict one main curve well only on the basis of
the other main curve, the prediction accuracy of Level 3 is not satisfactory. Evaluations for all selected models, the
main features, disadvantages, and our recommendations, are summarised in the document “supplementary materials”.
Conclusions can be drawn from above comparisons.

1. Even though cementitious materials have quite different pore structures compared with soils and sands, most
selected models in the present paper can provide a satisfactory fitting or prediction in the case of cementitious
materials.

2. Concerning the fitting of the main branches, three-parameter fitting models provide better results than two-
parameter models. That means if one wants to predict both main sorption isotherms, at least three points for
each isotherm have to be measured.
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3. The models selected for predicting one main isotherm from the other main isotherm are not satisfactory. How-
ever, by using two additional points on the adsorption isotherm, the Fend and Fredlund’s model [41] (improved
by Pham et al. [44]), shows a high prediction accuracy. In the present paper, it is found that if these two points
are fixed at RH = 63.2% and 90.4%, the model still provides very good prediction. This result could be used to
determine the main adsorption branch based on the experimental data at these two points.

4. Among the hysteresis models, the empirical ones provide better predictions but pumping errors cannot be
avoided with these models. In contrast, Mualem’s models show no pumping errors, but predictions do not
agree with experimental data as well as the empirical models. It indicates two potential ways to develop a
new hysteresis model : one is to improve the accuracy of the conceptual models ; the other way is to develop
empirical models without pumping errors.

This study has investigated the use of hysteresis models to fit the main sorption isotherms and to predict the
scanning loops. The purpose is to recommend hysteresis models for modelling of moisture transport in cementitious
materials under cyclic drying and wetting conditions. In the future, the implementation of selected hysteresis models
into moisture transport models will provide further comparisons with experimental data, such as water content profiles
(e.g., gamma-ray attenuation profiles and NMR profiles). Furthermore, these models will be coupled with the available
ions transport models [61, 62] and to assess durability of concrete structures exposed to various environments.
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Nomenclature

ρ̄ Normalized radii of pore bodies -

P̄c(S ) The capillary pressure on the main sorption isotherm used in the Li’s model Pa

r̄ Normalized radii of pore necks -

βd, βw Parameters used in the Li’s model -

γd, γw Parameters used in the improved Rubin’s model -

ρl Liquid-water density kg ·m−3

σ The standard deviation of log-transformed pore radius -

θ Water content m3 ·m−3

θmax The maximum water content m3 ·m−3

θr Water content at dry reference state m3 ·m−3

aF Parameters in the FF model Pa

aF Parameters in the FX model Pa

aV Parameters in the van Genuchten’s model Pa

adV Parameters for desorption isotherm in the Parlange’s model Pa

ad Parameters for the main desorption branch in the Feng and Fredlund’s model Pa

aw Parameters for the main adsorption branch in the Feng and Fredlund’s model Pa

bF Parameters in the FF model -
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bd Parameters for the main desorption branch in the Feng and Fredlund’s model -

bw Parameters for the main adsorption branch in the Feng and Fredlund’s model -

cd, cw Parameters used in the Wei’s model -

f (r̄, ρ̄) The total pore water distribution function -

h(r̄) The pore water distribution function related to pore necks -

H(Pc) The cumulative pore water distribution function related to pore necks -

Kp The slope of a scanning curve -

l(ρ̄) The pore water distribution function related to pore bodies -

L(Pc) The cumulative pore water distribution function related to pore bodies -

m The number of undetermined parameters in a model -

mF , nF Parameters in the FX model -

Mv The molar mass of water molecule kg ·mol−1

mV , nV Parameters in the van Genuchten’s model -

n The number of measured data -

ndV Parameters for desorption isotherm in the Parlange’s model -

Pc Capillary pressure Pa

pd A weighting factor used for the drying process in Mualem dependent model -

pw A weighting factor used for the wetting process in Mualem dependent model -

Pc,1 Capillary pressure at the first point of a scanning curve Pa

Pc,d1 Capillary pressure on the main desorption branch at the same saturation as the first point of a scanning curve
Pa

Pc,dA Capillary pressure at point A on the main desorption branch Pa

Pc,d Capillary pressure of the main desorption branch Pa

Pc,w1 Capillary pressure on the main adsorption branch at the same saturation as the first point of a scanning curve
Pa

Pc,wA Capillary pressure at point A on the main adsorption branch Pa

Pc,w Capillary pressure of the main adsorption branch Pa

P+
c The capillary pressure used to calculate pd(S ) in the Mualem dependent model Pa

Q The complementary normal distribution function -

R The gas constant J · K−1 ·mol−1

R2 The coefficient of determination -

R2
ad j The adjusted R2 -

RH Relative humidity -

RH1 RH at the first point of a scanning curve -

S Saturation -

S (Pc,N) Saturation at the starting point of the current scanning curve -
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S 1,d(Pc) Saturation of the first scanning curve in drying -

S 1,w(Pc) Saturation of the first scanning curve in wetting -

S 1 Saturation at the first point of a scanning curve -

S d Saturation of the main desorption branch -

S N,d(Pc) Saturation of the Nth scanning curve in drying -

S N,w(Pc) Saturation of the Nth scanning curve in wetting -

S w Saturation of the main adsorption branch -

T Temperature K

wi weighting factor for pore system i in the multi-modal model -

Pc
max The maximum capillary pressure Pa

Pc
min The minimum capillary pressure Pa

Pcm Capillary pressure related to the medium pore radius Pa

NME The normalized mean error -

Subscripts

d Drying or desorption process -

w Wetting or adsorption process -
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